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acme The highest level or degree attainable; the highest stage of development.
Physics is the acme of scientific knowledge.

altitude Great height.
Flight data including airspeed and altitude.

apex
The point on the celestial sphere toward which the sun and solar system
appear to be moving relative to the fixed stars.
The apex of his career was in 1966 when he hoisted aloft the World Cup for
England.

apical Situated at an apex.

apogee The highest point in the development of something; a climax or culmination.
A film which was the apogee of German expressionist cinema.

crest
A distinctive device representing a family or corporate body, borne above
the shield of a coat of arms (originally as worn on a helmet) or separately
reproduced, for example on writing paper.
A high wave formed by the meeting of two crests.

elevated Of high moral or intellectual value elevated in nature or style Oliver Franks.
An elevated temperature.

elevation
The action or fact of raising or being raised to a higher or more important
level, state, or position.
There was snow at the higher elevations.

forefront
The part in the front or nearest the viewer.
The Cotswolds were once at the forefront of woollen manufacturing in
England.

height An extreme example of something.
Her height marked her out from other women.

high A high frequency sound or musical note.
A palace high up on a hill.
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ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
I laddered my tights as I arrived this morning.

lid An eyelid.
Eyes hooded beneath heavy lids.

lofty
Of high moral or intellectual value; elevated in nature or style- Oliver
Franks.
Lofty intellectual disdain.

maximum A maximum permitted custodial sentence for an offence.
The table has a length of 4 feet maximum.

meridian Relating to or situated at a meridian.
At the end of February Jupiter transits the meridian due south at 6 15 a m.

minaret A slender tower, typically part of a mosque, with a balcony from which a
muezzin calls Muslims to prayer.

peak The period of greatest prosperity or productivity.
Summer was at its peak.

pinnacle Surmount with a pinnacle.
Catapulted Einstein to the pinnacle of fame.

plateau Reach a state of little or no change after a period of activity or progress.
The industry s problems have plateaued out.

raised Embellished with a raised pattern created by pressure or embroidery.
Raised needlework.

rung One of the crosspieces that form the steps of a ladder.
We must ensure that the low skilled do not get trapped on the bottom rung.

stepladder A short folding ladder with flat steps and a small platform.

summit Reach the summit of a mountain or hill.
A summit meeting.

superlative A superlative adjective or adverb.
Fastest is the superlative of the adjective fast.

towering Of great importance or influence.
A majestic towering album.

unsurpassed Better or greater than any other.
The quality of workmanship is unsurpassed.

up Raise or pick up something.
She turned the volume up.

upper The higher of two berths.
The upper half of the class.
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zenith
The point above the observer that is directly opposite the nadir on the
imaginary sphere against which celestial bodies appear to be projected.
The sun was well past the zenith.
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